The Center for Khmer Studies
មជ្ឈមណ្ឌលខេមរសិក្្ា

CKS /RUPP joint workshop on:
History and Citizenship in Cambodia today

Dr. Kenneth Hall, Ball State University and
Dr. Ilicia Sprey, St. Joseph’s University, U.S.A.

Venue:
CKS Phnom Penh office,
#234, st. 450,
Tuol Tumpoung 2,
Chamkar Morn,
Phnom Penh

Date:
Tuesday 28th- Friday
31st May 2013

Please Confirm
Attendance by:
27/5/2013

Email:
puthea_sim@khmerstudies.org

Tel:
023 991 937

1st Seminar on TUESDAY 28TH OF MAY: 8.00-11.00 AM—on
NATIONALISM AND CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION IN MODERN CAMBODIA

2nd Seminar on TUESDAY 28TH OF MAY: 2.00-5.00 PM—on
A REVISIONIST HISTORY OF ANGKOR

3rd Seminar on THURSDAY 30TH OF MAY: 8.00-11.00 AM—on
TEACHING DEMOCRATIC KAMPUCHEA

4th Seminar on FRIDAY 31ST OF MAY: 1.30-4.30 PM—on
GLOBALIZATION AND CAMBODIA: TEACHING ASEAN CENTERED WORLD HISTORY

For more information visit www.khmerstudies.org/events/

Note: These sessions are not “lecture–driven”, but are workshops designed to engage the participants in a series of problem solving exercises that are common to new “immersive” education strategies. The intent is to provide useful instructional materials and alternative instructional methodologies that the participants can directly apply to their classrooms.